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A B S T R A C T   

In additive manufacturing (AM), intelligent technologies are proving to be a powerful tool for facilitating eco-
nomic, efficient, and effective decision-making within the product and service development. Such capabilities 
hold great promise to significantly improve the producibility, repeatability, and reproducibility of the additive 
manufacturing process and unlock its complete design freedom for product innovation. This paper defines the 
concept of intelligent additive manufacturing and design (IAMD) while providing a triple-layer model for 
reference. Details about these three layers, i.e., digital thread layer, cyber-physical layer, and intelligent service 
layer, are presented. Moreover, both scientific and engineering challenges raised during the studies and 
implementations of IAMD are discussed together with potential solutions. The paper also outlines the future 
perspective on IAMD towards the directions of integrated design and manufacturing, cyber-physical AM, 
advanced artificial intelligence for AM, digital materials and products, as well as design for AM process chain.   

1. Introduction 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is an emerging technology that creates 
complex three-dimensional (3D) parts through a layer-wise addition of 
material. Contrary to current practices in subtractive and forming 
manufacturing, AM does not require specific jigs, fixtures, or tooling and 
thus has a simpler workflow and higher flexibility. Due to its outstanding 
ability to create parts with complex designs, multi-materials, and inte-
grated functions, AM has been gradually adopted for applications in 
automotive, aerospace, and biomedical industries [1]. With fewer 
manufacturing constraints, AM enables the realization of advanced 
structures that otherwise would be unattainable. Examples of these 
structures include topological [2], cellular [3], and chain-mail [4] 
structures, which are lightweight, strong, and designable. Structural 
optimization based on computational methods is significantly advanced 
for leveraging design freedom brought by AM to improve the perfor-
mance of these structures. Meanwhile, the advent of multi-material AM 

makes it possible to develop structures with tailored properties, e.g., 
functionally graded and heterogeneous materials. Additionally, AM also 
paves the road for developing all-in-one devices with embedded intel-
ligence, e.g., sensing, control, and actuating, and with integrated func-
tionalities [5], e.g., mechanical, electrical, and thermal functions. More 
importantly, AM also serves as the basis for developing other disruptive 
technologies, such as structural colors [6,7] and metamaterials [8]. 

However, decision-making for AM and its design is nontrivial due to 
limited information, large uncertainties, and high-dimensional 
design spaces. These challenges are inherent to AM and limit the 
broader adoption of AM for industrial applications. Firstly, due to the 
layer-wise nature of AM, the underpinning mechanism behind various 
phenomena in AM, crossing multi-scale and involving multi-physics, are 
still not well-understood and characterized. These highly coupled and 
nonlinear relationships make it extremely difficult for engineers to make 
optimal decisions resulting in printed builds with precise geometry and 
properties. Moreover, the current AM process is still challenged by 
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various uncertainties [9–11], e.g., the fluctuation of thermal boundary 
conditions during print. These high uncertainties greatly hinder the use 
of AM in high-performance applications, e.g., aerospace engineering. 
Meanwhile, exploring and exploiting such a high-dimensional design 
space with AM is highly challenging, even for experienced designers [12, 
13]. The lagging of design methods and tools behind the advent of 
manufacturing technology has jeopardized the full utilization of AM’s 
unique capabilities for product innovation and production. 

Relying on human intelligence solely is not sufficient to solve the 
above challenges in decision-making for AM. Thus, it is highly desired to 
introduce machine intelligence to complement human intelligence for 
facilitating the economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of decisions. This 
paradigm shift aims to automate and integrate design and 
manufacturing activities, supporting the concurrent design of materials, 
structures, and processes, ultimately boosting the capabilities of AM 
processes and facilitating related product innovation and production 
[14,15]. 

Also, AM is rooted in computer-aided technologies, i.e., computer- 
aided design, engineering, and manufacturing (CAD, CAE, and CAM), 
and is defined as the process of joining materials to make objects from 
3D model data. Thus, AM has been known as a digital manufacturing 
process since its inception. In contrast to other manufacturing technol-
ogies, AM conducts more design and manufacturing tasks within a 
digital environment. These apparent advantages make AM an ideal 
candidate for realizing intelligent manufacturing, which is a broader 
concept of manufacturing that aims to optimize production and products 
by taking full advantage of advanced information and manufacturing 
technologies [16,17]. 

In the above context, the research on intelligent additive 
manufacturing and design (IAMD) has two primary tasks to improve the 
current decision-making process. The first goal is to improve the auto-
mation level of AM and design. Although computational design tools are 
becoming widely available, most design variables in AM are still 
determined using trial-and-error methods or rules of thumb. Meanwhile, 
the accumulated AM knowledge, particularly design knowledge, cannot 
be directly and easily transferred to novice engineers [18]. The second 
goal is to integrate the decision-making processes for AM design and 
manufacturing into one step. The current two-step approach causes a 
significant difference between the expectations of theoretical design and 
the real performance of as-fabricated parts. A 
material-structure-performance integrated design approach is desired. 

Recent years have witnessed a surge of interest in this emerging 
research field ranging from intelligent AM design, equipment, product, 
and services. Considerable efforts have been made to explore the feasi-
bility of utilizing emerging information technologies, such as cloud 
computing [19], data analytics [20],and artificial intelligence (AI) [21, 
22] to solve specific AM problems. Meanwhile, initiatives for intelligent 
AM, also known as smart AM, have been made in references [23–25]. 
The development of this fast-moving field calls for a formal concept of 
IAMD, and there is currently no clear roadmap for guiding its future 
development. 

This paper aims to organize related knowledge surrounding IAMD, 
define this emerging concept with a triple-layer reference model, and 
present state-of-the-art and future perspectives to the researchers. 
However, it should be noted that this paper does not discuss specific 
applications and algorithms due to length constraints. Readers can refer 
to several excellent reviews on these topics for more details. In contrast 
to existing literature, the main contribution of this work is threefold. 
Firstly, a triple-layer reference model is proposed to extend the current 
study on the digital thread and cyber-physical system toward intelligent 
services, facilitating decision-making within AM. This model serves as 
the backbone to link existing and emerging topics in IAMD. Moreover, 
the study examines the use of several key technologies together for 
implementing the triple-layer reference model. Multidisciplinary design 
optimization, as a key technology to link design and manufacturing, is 
discussed for the first time. Lastly, the paper also points out the future 

direction of IAMD, such as the design for AM process chain, that have the 
potential to open up a new avenue for further exploration. 

As shown in Fig. 1, integrating advanced intelligent technologies into 
the design-to-product workflow of AM encounters scientific and engi-
neering challenges within each phase. The remainder of this paper is 
structured as follows. The definition of IAMD, and its triple-layer 
reference model, are presented in Section 2. Section 3 identifies key 
challenges and their potential solutions for IAMD. Future perspectives 
are outlined in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. 

2. Intelligent additive manufacturing and design system 

Intelligent additive manufacturing and design can be broadly 
defined as a concept of manufacturing with the aim to maximize the 
value of AM by fully utilizing its design freedom in terms of materials, 
structures, and processes through interactions with cyber-physical sys-
tems based on both human and machine intelligence. With the use of 
such hybrid intelligence, AM technologies have undergone a tremen-
dous change towards a more automated, integrated, service-oriented 
direction. This subsection discusses the details of this trend through a 
triple-layer reference model for intelligent AM and design systems, as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The reference model encompasses digital thread, cyber-physical, and 
intelligent service layers. The digital thread layer lies at the heart of the 
model and connects all AM stages, e.g., design, manufacturing, opera-
tion and service, with a backbone called a digital thread. The digital 
thread collects all types of design-to-product data. The digital thread 
layer is surrounded by a cyber-physical layer, an integration that com-
prises assets in both physical and virtual spaces. The cyber-physical 
system (CPS) reflects the process-structure-property relationships 
within the manufacturing process. Here, the CPS is not confined to a 
single subject but can be any AM equipment, product, and even material. 
The outermost layer of the model is the intelligent service layer, which 
includes intelligent AM design, equipment, product, and service. Some 
concepts within the outer loop are still under development. Thus, the 
intelligent AM service layer is less mature than the other two loops 
regarding the technology readiness level while still representing the 
future directions of IAMD. 

The above three layers work together as follows: the information 
circulates within each loop and passes between different loops through 
interfaces. The intra-loop can be viewed as a fully automated end-to-end 
information workflow, which integrates different software design sys-
tems, manufacturing hardware, and manufacturing execution systems. 
Cyber-physical systems located in the middle layer consistently update 
their state values by reading both virtual and physical sensors through 
the digital thread. Meanwhile, the outer layer creates manufacturing 
and design services based on resources provided by the CPS to deliver 
intelligent AM products and related services. 

2.1. Digital thread layer 

AM is a data-intensive manufacturing process that generates 
considerable data across its lifecycle on part geometries, materials, 
processes, characterization, part qualification, and operation. The data 
carry valuable information and holds vast promise to enable data-driven 
applications to improve products’ manufacturing process and perfor-
mance. Thus, the concept of an AM-specific digital thread is proposed to 
collect all these design-to-product data and create a data ecosystem that 
enables the easy and secure generation, storage, analysis, and sharing of 
data, as shown in Fig. 3. Several prior works have studied the frame-
work, data model, and implementation of digital thread [26–29]. Such a 
digital thread is the basis of the IAMD system for the following reasons. 
Firstly, the digital thread connects the design and manufacturing stages, 
allowing designers to make a more well-informed decision [30] at 
earlier design stages with post-design information, e.g., manufacturing 
uncertainties, available. Moreover, the digital thread provides 
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traceability to facilitate the producibility, repeatability, and reproduc-
ibility of AM builds, which is critical for part qualification. Additionally, 
the digital ecosystem improves data manageability, which eases further 
data management and analysis at any time. 

Standardization of data representation greatly affects the efficiency 
of information exchange within the digital AM thread [31]. The data 
generated throughout different phases of AM is stored in various formats 
[32], e.g., 3D CAD models for part geometries, field and history outputs 
for CAE simulations, 2D slices for pre-processing, build files for machine 
executions, and images for in-process monitoring. Researchers from 
NIST (the national institute of standards and technology) developed a 
six-activity model [28] to classify these data sources. The lack of a 
uniform representation makes the communication between different 
activities unambiguous, inconsistent, and non-interoperable. There is an 
urgent need to develop a semantic environment [33] and common data 
model [34] that incorporate one part’s design specification, geometrical 
description, process parameters, and measure properties within a single 
computer file. Motivated by this need, integrated data representations, 
including extended AMF [35], AMIDM [36] and STEP/STEP NC [37] for 
AM, have been proposed to support data collection, storage, and usage 
over the entire AM value chain. International standards, such as ASTM 
F3490–21, have also been developed for constructing data pedigree that 
is process agnostic and technology independent. 

AM data within such a digital thread possess typical features of big 
data: volume, variety, and velocity (3 V). More specifically, the layer- 
wise nature results in the data model must store information across 
multiple scales, e.g., scan vector, layers, and solid parts, which results in 
a large volume of data. Meanwhile, as discussed above, various data are 
collected from cyber-physical systems [38]. Moreover, since AM is a 
highly dynamic manufacturing process, many critical phenomena need 

to be observed at a very high frequency. A minimum sampling rate of 
200,000 frames per second is required for studying melt pool tempera-
ture and cooling rates in the metal powder bed fusion (PBF) process. 
Meanwhile, it can also be characterized by multi-source, multi--
dimension, multi-noise (3 M), commonly found in manufacturing data 
[21]. 

2.2. Cyber-physical system layer 

Efficiently maximizing the utilization of a large amount of data is one 
of the major challenges for the intelligent AM fabrication and design 
process. Cyber-physical technology is an ideal paradigm to address this 
challenge. This integration paradigm aims to provide different services 
for stakeholders in the value chains of AM by integrating different 
streams of data from the digital AM unit layer with physical or data- 
driven based models. Specifically, the virtual model can be considered 
a digital replica of AM process, machine, materials, designed products 
and even the entire manufacturing system. According to the type of data 
exchange between a physical object with its corresponding digital 
replica, the CPS for AM can be further categorized into a digital model, 
digital shadow, and digital twin, as shown in Fig. 4. 

2.2.1. Digital model 
The digital model is a category of CPS that is usually developed based 

on historical data collected from the cyber-physical layer. The service of 
the digital model usually is not related to the direct control of its cor-
responding physical objects or processes. However, it can indirectly 
affect its physical object or process. For example, a digital model can be 
established to optimize the printing orientation of parts with different 
geometries [39]. To build this model, only historical data that includes 

Fig. 1. Research framework for studies on intelligent additive manufacturing and design.  
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material properties and deformation of printed benchmark parts is used. 
The output of this model aims to predict the deformation of parts with 
different printing orientations and process parameters. Even though it 
cannot directly control the orientation of printed parts in the printing 
process, which it tries to digitally represent, the information it provides 
can help manufacturing engineers make the correct decision before the 
printing. Besides process planning [39,40], digital models can also be 
used for the prediction of AM fabricated part performance [41] or ma-
terial properties [42], as well as the modeling of manufacturability of 
AM process [43]. The information obtained from the digital model of 

AM process can also be fed back to design stages and support better 
design optimization [41,43]. 

2.2.2. Digital shadow 
The digital shadow is another category of CPS that is built based on 

the real-time data collected from its corresponding physical objects or 
processes. Similar to the digital model, digital shadows are also not used 
to directly control their corresponding physical objects or process. 
Usually, it provides a service that supports stakeholders to continuously 
improve the performance of its corresponding physical objects or 

Fig. 2. A triple-layer model for intelligent additive manufacturing and design systems.  

Fig. 3. The digital thread of additive manufacturing.  
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process. The most common service in the field of AM that digital shadow 
is working on is for process monitoring and part qualification. For 
example, Scime et al. [44] has proposed an augmented intelligence relay 
framework to build a digital shadow for the qualification of parts 
fabricated by the PBF process; in this model, the real-time monitored 
process image data is used for process monitoring or qualification. 
Real-time data collected from different types of sensors can be inte-
grated with multiple AI models to predict the localized tensile proper-
ties, which can be used for the qualification of fabricated parts. 
Compared to the digital model, the digital shadow is usually used for 
services that are more sensitive to real-time data during manufacturing 
or design. Thus, besides process monitoring or part qualification [45], 
the digital shadow of AM can also be directly used for failure detection 
[46] and predictive maintenance of machines. 

2.2.3. Digital twin 
Compared to the digital model and digital shadow, the unique 

feature of the digital twin is that this type of twin model enables the 
direct interaction between the physical and digital objects without 
human intervention. Compared to its two siblings, the service that the 
digital twin has played usually has a higher level of automation. It can be 
considered a nervous system added to the existing physical objects or 
processes. The most well-known service that the digital twin model in-
volves is the adaptive process control of the AM process. This type of 
digital twin is usually built based on historical data, while real-time data 
will be used as its input. The twin model makes the correct action for the 
future fabrication process based on the real-time process conditions. In 
general, adaptive process planning is similar to conventional feedback 
loop control in the motion control system. However, the digital twin 
model provides more flexibility to the controller, which can even 
involve the entire manufacturing system. For example, the digital twin 
model can be used for virtual commissioning and dynamically 

scheduling different AM manufacturing resources. In the future, the 
digital twin of a product can be built that even supports the automated 
optimization and design of parts based on selected manufacturing ma-
chines without human intervention. Even though the digital twin model 
shows promising features and a high level of automation, it usually in-
volves high implementation costs. Thus, stakeholders are still suggested 
to select the suitable types of digital twin models for the service they 
need. 

2.3. Intelligent AM service layer 

As discussed, the primary goal of developing the above digital twin- 
based cyber-physical AM system is to better support human-machine 
intelligence in making decisions that create products and associated 
services that satisfy customers’ specific needs. In a broader sense, the 
stakeholder within the AM eco-system can be treated either as a service 
provider or a consumer. Herein, AM, same as other manufacturing 
technology, is undergoing a natural transformation of manufacturing as 
a service (MaaS) [47–51] to boost design and production capabilities. 
This subsection briefly discusses the impact of such a paradigm shift in 
the view of IAMD. 

As shown in Fig. 5, services within the AM workflow include a) IAMD 
services and b) intelligent AM products and services. The first group of 
services can be viewed as resources used to create the second group of 
products and services. Both service types are controlled by human- 
machine intelligence. Such a service model of IAMD has several 
unique characteristics. Firstly, a hybrid intelligence is employed in 
decision-making to combine human and machine intelligence for 
obtaining better results than relying on each intelligence only. More-
over, more transparency and accessibility on design and manufacturing 
are provided to the decision-maker, including customers as well, to 
encourage value co-creation. Such characteristic is desired for all 

Fig. 4. Different models of cyber-physical systems for intelligent additive manufacturing and design.  

Fig. 5. The concept of intelligent additive manufacturing and design service.  
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manufacturing technologies but only can be easily implemented with 
AM due to its high process flexibility and agility. Additionally, bi- 
direction communications are allowed between services and decision- 
makers for timely feedback and response to dynamic environments. 
More details about the two types of services are detailed in the rest of the 
section. 

2.4. Design as a service 

Design for additive manufacturing (DfAM) is known as a design 
methodology with the aim to maximize product performance through 
the synthesis of shapes, sizes, hierarchical structures, and material 
compositions, subject to the capabilities of AM technologies[52]. 
Methods for DfAM include design heuristics, guidelines, computational 
design, and AI-assisted design. DfAM services include tasks for both 
redesigning of existing parts and designing from the ground up, which 
focus on design for opportunities and design to constraints [17,53], 
respectively. Hybrid intelligence has been applied in both tasks for 
creating design services. On the design to constraints side, services such 
as manufacturability evaluation [54,55] are desired given the limited 
ability of the human to understand the intricate relationships between 
design solutions and their manufacturing processes. Tools, e.g., auto-
mated decision support system (DSS) [56], and evaluation criteria 
[57–59] are developed to identify AM parts candidates. Meanwhile, 
previous research [60–62] also investigated decision support systems 
that match given product designs with processes, materials, and ma-
chines. Data-driven approaches are studied for instant cost-estimation 
[63,64]. Additionally, computational methods and tools for part 
consolidation [65] and decomposition [66,67] have been proposed to 
assist designers in decision-making. 

On the opportunistic side, services, such as design space exploration 
and exploitation, are created for designers to gain insight into the design 
space of a specific problem and consequently make a well-informed 
decision. These tasks are nontrivial in DfAM because these design 
tasks, by nature, can be seen as multiscale, multidisciplinary, multi- 
objective, and high-dimensional problems. The existing design explo-
ration and exploitation workflow is time-consuming and requires 
expertise since only a small set of variations can be tested in a reasonable 
amount of time. Meanwhile, there is an increasing need to further 
improve the efficiency and accuracy of DfAM methods for satisfying the 
diverse and rapidly changing market demands. Cost-efficient data- 
driven design space exploration methods based on surrogate modeling 
are proposed for mass customized products, such as ankle braces [12] 
and microbial fuel cell anodes [68]. Interactive design exploration and 
exploration methods [69] in DfAM are being explored to incorporate 
more human intelligence in decision-making. 

2.5. Manufacturing as a service 

The servitization of AM is carried out at several levels for different 
stakeholders with the assistance of hybrid intelligence. At the field level, 
the instrumentation of AM machines with sensors and monitoring sys-
tems supports services, including virtual commissioning for assisting 
field operations. These systems exist at different cost levels and for 
different AM processes, ranging from the low-cost OctoPi [70] for ma-
terial extrusion to the expensive in-situ optical monitoring device for 
PBF. At the control level, knowledge-based computer aided systems that 
can capture, store, and reuse process knowledge are developed [71]. The 
use of data-knowledge-service structures allows the accumulated pro-
cess know-how to benefit different stakeholders, e.g., product designers, 
operations engineers, and manufacturing bureaus through customized 
services. At the production planning level, software such as Materialise 
software tool Streamics [72] is developed as a manufacturing execution 
system with many embedded services, including end-to-end workflow 
control and machine planning for ensuring consistency in quality, 
traceability, and repeatability of AM parts. 

2.6. Intelligent AM product & service 

The direct outcomes of both design and manufacturing services are 
intelligent AM products and services. The advent of AM, particularly 
multi-material AM, enables the realization of intelligent and inter-
connected products with integrated functions [73], such as sensing [74], 
actuation, control, energy storage, and user interfaces [75]. These 
intelligent products make it viable to form a closed-loop design cycle 
with post-manufacturing data that improves product designs over time. 
This is critical to these products with design goals and constraints that 
change during the product service period or from one product genera-
tion to another according to the dynamic task environment. For 
instance, timely feedback about the interactions between assistive de-
vices and their users can guide their AM and design processes. Addi-
tionally, highly customized products can be developed based on usage 
information collected from sensors. For maximizing information ac-
quired for the design needs, previous studies [76] optimized the location 
of 3D printed sensors. 

Additionally, several intelligent AM services based on digital in-
frastructures, such as cloud-based AM networks and product personali-
zation, have emerged. These services are provided for all stakeholders 
within the AM ecosystem. For AM end-users, specific services can be AM 
workforce training etc. For machine manufacturers, AM machines and 
related services, such as online planning, are delivered together. Various 
business models with added-value services, such as the trade of data and 
transfer of accumulated AM knowledge, are expected to grow quickly. 
AM data possess polymorphic characteristics. For instance, Senvol [77] 
utilizes one dataset to provide diverse service types, e.g., Senovl data-
base, Senovl API for automatic updates, and indexes for material 
characterization. 

3. Key challenges and solutions 

The implementation of the IAMD as represented by the triple-layer 
reference model is a non-trivial task. For digital thread and cyber- 
physical layers, the task is to have a seamless connection and system-
atic integration between design and manufacturing. Key challenges 
identified for realizing these two layers in the reference model are: 1. the 
digital design methods and tools, which serve as basic infrastructure for 
design; 2. advanced inspection and control, which provides assurance 
for manufacturing; 3. multidisciplinary design optimization, which of-
fers a framework to link design and manufacturing. In addition, the 
realization of the intelligent service layer in the reference model is 
challenged by the lack of AI algorithms specific to AM. The rest of this 
section discusses these four key challenges with solutions in detail. 

3.1. Digital design methods and tools 

Digital design is the upper stream of AM fabrication process. The 
unique capabilities of AM processes bring both opportunities and chal-
lenges to further improve the performance of designed products. To 
address those opportunities and challenges, the role of digital design 
tools is becoming increasingly critical. They not only help designers to 
build geometry but also need to support the consideration of materials 
and process design which can be coupled with geometric design in AM. 
More importantly, the high degree of design freedom enabled by AM 
also requires the intelligence of digital design tools that can support 
designers to explore the design space. In this sub-section, the challenges 
that AM brings to digital design tools have been divided into three 
categories. Solutions for these challenges will be discussed respectively. 

3.2. Heterogeneous object modeling for AM 

Most existing CAD tools only support the modeling of a homoge-
neous object through B-Rep (boundary representation), implicit func-
tions or polygon facet models, which seriously limits the multi-material 
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and multi-scale design freedoms that AM has brought [78–80]. For a 
two-material part, designers need to build geometric models for two 
different materials and assemble them in the printing preparation soft-
ware. Even though the techniques for multi-material or even heteroge-
neous objects with functional graded material compositions have been 
developed for more than two decades, they are still not widely adopted 
in existing design tools. The compatibility of these tools and existing 
CAD software is a major issue. Besides gradient material compositions, 
multi-scale micro- or mesoscale structures such as lattice or cellular 
materials brings another challenge to the convention design tool. These 
complex-shaped designs are manufactured with a single material but 
possess heterogeneous properties due to the rational design of micro- or 
mesoscale structures. Several methods, including implicit, F-Rep (func-
tion representation) and hybrid approaches, have been proposed to 
solve these issues, and some of them have been implemented in com-
mercial CAD software. To further support the universal modeling and 
definition of meso- or microscale structures fabricated by AM, a uni-
versal material template has been defined [81]. Materials descriptors 
defined in the template provide a standard way to describe typical micro 
or mesoscale structures fabricated by AM, which provides a foundation 
for the next generation of CAD to support the modeling of both product’s 
material and geometry. 

3.3. Post-processing of facet models 

For AM process, facet models with triangular or polygon mesh have 
been widely used. The geometry of some faceted models is easily 
controlled since they are converted from a native feature-based model, 
which is directly generated from a feature-based CAD tool. However, it 
should be noticed that there are still a great number of faceted models 
whose geometry is difficult to control. These models can be generated 
from Topology Optimization results or directly scanned from real 
physical objects. Due to the geometric complexities, these models usu-
ally contain some errors, such as non-manifold edges or small holes [82]. 
Albeit digital modeling tool such as Magics provides automated 
repairing of these model errors, manual operation is still needed, espe-
cially when the geometry is complex and automated repairing cannot 
generate the desired geometry. One step further to edit or control those 
facet models is even more difficult. To solve this challenge, there are two 
types of solutions. Firstly, remeshing [83] and mesh morphing [84] al-
gorithms are developed, which enable the direct manipulation of the 
facet model. Some of those algorithms have been implemented into 
open-source tools such as MeshLab [85] to enable designers to edit facet 
models to achieve the desired post-processing like smoothness. How-
ever, those algorithms or tools are still difficult to parametrically control 
the shape of the model. The second approach is to reconstruct the 
feature-based model from the facet model. The reconstructed 
feature-based model can be easily modified. This approach can be 
further divided into three categories: skeleton-based, surface-based and 
volumetric-based [86]. Among them, skeleton-based approaches usually 
take advantage of different skeleton extraction algorithms to build the 
one-dimensional skeleton of input facet models. Then, this 
one-dimensional skeleton can be further thickened and converted into a 
feature-based model. Compared to skeleton-based reconstruction, 
surface-based approaches can be used for more complex geometries and 
achieve high accuracy of reconstruction. In surface-based approaches, 
the boundary of facet models will be fitted by different types of surfaces. 
For example, analytic surfaces such as fillets, arcs, lines and their ex-
trusions can be used to fit the generated facet models from topology 
optimization [87]. However, this approach has certain limitations for 
the facet models whose geometry cannot be easily decomposed into 
those basic analytic shapes. Compared to analytic shape fitting, para-
metric surfaces such as NURBS surfaces [88] are more widely used. Even 
though surface-based approaches provide great flexibility to reconstruct 
the facet models with high complexities, the parametric control of 
reconstructed geometries is still a challenge. This issue can be well 

solved by volumetric-based approaches. For example, Du et al. [89] 
recently proposed an algorithm to reconstruct constructive solid ge-
ometry (CSG) tree. The shape of a reconstructed model can be easily 
controlled by directly manipulating the size of features on a CSG tree. 

3.4. AI-driven design 

The first two challenges mainly focus on the modeling of materials 
and geometry for AM-enabled design. Exploration of the design space of 
AM is another challenge that existing digital design tools are facing. 
Conventionally, designers can use CAD software to build several 
different designs with different geometries and materials. The perfor-
mance of these designs can be evaluated manually using CAE software 
and then the best solution will be selected. This conventional design 
process is no longer valid for AM since both geometry and materials can 
be considered as the design variables, and numerous design variations 
can be generated. More importantly, mass customization brings an even 
higher requirement on the design tool itself. Thus, digital design tools 
themselves should have certain intelligence that assists designers to 
quickly combining geometry, materials and even process parameters to 
respond to the input design specifications and functional requirements. 
For example, on conceptual level design, a case-based reasoning system 
or ontology-based DfAM knowledge base can provide suggestions for 
designers on the potential parts in the product that can be beneficial to 
AM or can identify the potential parts that can be consolidated[90–92]. 
To further improve and enlarge the design space, GAN (Generative 
Adversarial Network) will be used to generate more design options. A 
conditional GAN model will be applied to automatically generate or 
modify the existing design concepts to meet specialized customer re-
quirements[93]. In the detail design stage, AI algorithms such as Arti-
ficial Neural Networks and the Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) 
model can be applied to build the surrogate model that can describe the 
process-structure-properties relationship of AM process. This model will 
enable designers to optimize both geometries, process parameters and 
materials microstructures to further improve the performance of 
designed products. More importantly, the historical data from selected 
AM machines will be considered and fed into the Bayesian uncertainty 
analysis model. It will support the generation of parts geometry that can 
minimize the effects of uncertainty factors on the performance of 
designed AM fabricated parts. Besides part’s performance, the envi-
ronmental impacts, maintenance and other product key life cycle con-
siderations will be predictable based on machine learning models 
established based on historical data or data obtained from 
physical-based simulation models as well as product life cycle analysis. 
More importantly, AI will enable the self-learning capabilities of design 
tools. A reinforcement learning algorithm can be applied to support 
designers iteratively improving the designed products fabricated by AM. 
In summary, AI techniques will fill the knowledge gap for the designers 
without expertise in AM technologies as advanced skills in geometric 
modeling. It will make the designed parts a good fit for each personal-
ized customer’s needs and shorten the lead time and cost during the 
design stage. 

3.5. Advanced inspection and control 

Sensing guarantees real-world information about AM is automati-
cally and timely updated in the decision-making process. Meanwhile, 
control ensures these decisions on AM are executed as desired. However, 
sensing and control of AM processes remain challenging due to their 
high dynamics and complexities. In-situ sensing is needed to study the 
underlying physics, which happens at a fast speed (down to micro- 
second) in the temporal domain and at a small length scale (down to 
micro-meter) in the spatial domain. Advanced sensing methods, such as 
high spatiotemporal resolution sensing, multi-sensor data fusion, and 
real-time image processing, are critical. More and more closed-loop 
control AM systems are proposed to improve the manufacturing process. 
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3.5.1. In-situ inspection and monitoring 
It is of great interest to gain insight into the AM process for part 

qualification and defect detection purposes. Thus, related technologies 
have been greatly advanced within the last decade. Commercial PBF 
machines with in-situ measurement systems have become the norm 
[94]. However, continuous efforts are being made to further improve the 
capability and quality of measurements. New sensing principles and 
devices have been adopted. For instance, advanced high spatiotemporal 
resolution sensing techniques, such as synchrotron x-ray tomography, 
have been used to capture the thermophysical phenomena within the 
melt pool of metal AM. In addition, due to the high sampling rate (up to 
10 kHz) and resolution, signals captured from sensors are often locally 
processed before communications, only extracted features are then 
transferred and stored. Hardware, such as the field-programmable gate 
array (FPGA), is utilized [95]. Also, the in-situ data, e.g., melt pool 
images, can be used together with ex-situ measurement, e.g., bead ge-
ometries and porosity measurements, for training models to be later 
used for online monitoring [96,97]. Recent advances utilize deep 
transfer learning methods to inspect the quality of each layer based on 
visual images without manual feature extraction. 

3.5.2. Multi-sensor measurement and data fusion 
As discussed, since the AM process involves multiple length scales, 

combining different sensing principles to complement each other proves 
to be an efficient approach to overcome the limitations of a single 
sensor, e.g., conflicts between measurement resolution and range. 
Measurements conducted by different sensors are either spatial based, 
images from a camera, or temporal based, e.g., the melt pool tempera-
ture from an infrared thermometer. Correlating heterogeneous datasets, 
including both in-situ measurements and post-build characterizations 
for a component of interest and its AM processes into a single coordinate 
system, is an important research topic known as data registration [98, 
99]. Reference [100] reports a case study that combines sensing, 
monitoring data and scan path to facilitate anomaly detection. In 
addition, measurements are interpreted with the help of physics-based 
models to estimate process states, e.g., part wrappage [101]. 

3.5.3. Closed-loop control of process 
The current open-loop controlled AM process suffers from quality 

issues, e.g., high failure rates and low repeatability. Many model-based 
feed-forward control schemes have been proposed based on empirical 
models from system identification, physics-based ordinary-differential- 
equation models [102] and finite-element analysis models [103]. 
However, modeling the complex AM process remains a challenge. 
Closed-loop controlled AM systems can analyze the printing process in 
real-time based on feedback from the online monitoring system and 
regulate the process variables to the desired state [104]. Both 
model-based and data-driven control strategies have been proposed for 
AM control. Due to the limitations inherent in manipulating the laser at 
high speeds, fine-grained closed-loop control may be difficult due to the 
lag time between the order to execute an action (i.e., changing the ve-
locity or power) and the time at which the parameter is changed. Deep 
reinforcement learning-based control strategy is proposed for dynamic 
processes. 

3.6. Multidisciplinary design optimization 

Decision-making activities in AM often involve variables from 
several fields, including product design, material selection [105], and 
process planning [13]. However, the existing sequential design process 
does not sufficiently consider the couplings among these domains, such 
as shared variables, related constraints, and conflicting objectives, 
resulting in inefficient design workflows and suboptimal design solu-
tions. To address the above issues, manufacturing constraints, e.g., 
support structures [106], and properties of as-fabricated parts, e.g., 
material anisotropy and geometric inaccuracy [107,108], are 

introduced into structural design. However, these methods still cannot 
fully consider the effects of couplings and realize a concurrent design of 
material-process-performance [109]. 

3.6.1. Multidisciplinary design optimization framework 
Recently, the concept of multidisciplinary design optimization, a 

well-established design framework for complex systems [110], has been 
introduced into the DfAM field. As shown in Fig. 6, this concurrent 
optimization method supports a simultaneous design of AM products, 
materials, and manufacturing processes [111] under complex con-
straints. The workflow is based on the automated exchange of design 
information, and its main steps include problem decomposition, disci-
pline analysis, solving strategy selection, and solution generation. 
Different multidisciplinary design optimization architectures, e.g., 
monolithic and distributed, should be carefully selected according to the 
nature of the problems. 

3.6.2. Approximations and response surface methodology 
Since various design evolution methods, e.g., experiments, mea-

surements, and numerical simulations, are often used in discipline 
analysis, the time cost for different analyses is difficult to synchronize, 
and analyze information, e.g., gradients, are not accessible. To this end, 
surrogate modeling approaches such as GPR [12,112] are often used to 
approximate high-fidelity models and provide a rapid enough prediction 
to support design and optimization needs. Deep learning algorithms, e. 
g., conditional GAN [93], are applied to the manufacturing 
constraint-aware structural design applications in the early stage of 
design, where a large number of iterations are needed to satisfy the 
evolving design objectives. In addition, interactive visualization of the 
decision and trade spaces for the multi-objective design problems should 
also be studied further [13]. Another challenge to be addressed is the 
rational use of data with different fidelities and costs, including com-
puter simulations and experiments, as well as analytical and numerical 
models. Various multi-fidelity metamodeling methods, e.g., co-Kriging, 
and scaling-function-based multi-fidelity surrogate modeling, for data 
assimilation have been proposed to ensure high accuracy and fast pre-
diction while minimizing the cost [113,114]. Recently, reference [115] 
reported a deep learning-based method called multi-fidelity point-cloud 
neural network (MF-PointNN) for melt pool modeling. 

3.6.3. Uncertainty quantification and management 
One distinct feature of design optimization for AM in comparison to 

conventional manufacturing is the high process uncertainty[11,116]. 
AM products’ variability results from multiple uncertainty sources, 
including raw materials, manufacturing processes, simulation models, 
and sensor measurements. Previous efforts are made in two directions: 
uncertainty quantification and process optimization under uncertainty. 
Both experiment- and simulation-based uncertainty quantification 
methods have been investigated. The experiment-based method mainly 
studies the effect of various process parameters on the as-built properties 
using physical experiments. Meanwhile, models at different time- and 
length scales have also been developed to represent the complexity 
involved within the multiscale nature, including the heat source, so-
lidification, melt-pool, thermal distribution, and part distortion model. 
The convolution of all these scales of uncertainties calls for more so-
phisticated algorithms and analytical models. In addition, both the 
aleatory uncertainty, caused by the natural variability and epistemic 
uncertainty, due to the lack of knowledge, are found within the AM 
process. These uncertainties need to be identified and studied sepa-
rately. Previous research utilizes reliability-based design optimization 
(RBDO) and robust design optimization (RDO) for determining process 
parameters to reduce uncertainties. However, due to the coupling nature 
among materials, processes, and structures, these uncertainties should 
also be simultaneously considered. Thus, incorporating these uncer-
tainty quantification models within the multidisciplinary design opti-
mization framework is desired for accounting for the propagation of 
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uncertainties among different disciplines or sequential steps and alle-
viating quality control issues. 

3.7. AI for AM 

AI is a powerful tool to automate decision-making and solve high- 
dimensional decision-making problems. Although AI has progressed 
rapidly, research on AI’s application in AM remains a nascent field. 
Previous works [22,117–119] attempt to identify potential applications 
that can leverage AI as a powerful tool in solving AM problems. The next 
task is to extend the capability of current AI algorithms to solve prob-
lems in different AM scenarios and industrial environments. 

3.7.1. AI for diverse applications 
Current general AI cannot be applied directly in specialized AM ap-

plications as their requirements and resources are distinct. For instance, 
the task for predicting process-property relationships will be different 
for conceptual design with a low-cost fused deposition modeling process 
and for online monitoring with a high-end PBF process in terms of 
response time, fidelity level, and cost. Meanwhile, the implementation 
of AI also needs to consider existing resources within different AM 
scenarios, including data quality, data sources, and algorithm avail-
ability. As discussed above, AM data are often heterogeneous, limited, 
and unstructured. In addition, some applications, e.g., process planning, 
indeed accumulated a large amount of data, but these historical data are 
often not prepared for AI applications. Moreover, there is no suitable 
algorithm to cope with some widely used data representation within 
AM, e.g., CAD models and scan vectors. Specific AI algorithms, such as 
geometric deep learning, are still under development. For example, 
datasets based on the combination of geometry primitives have been 
created for training a 3D U-Net convolution neural network model that 
can predict residual stress distribution at a part-scale [120]. In summary, 
it is critical to clearly formulate the AM problem for developing AI so-
lutions considering the requirements and resources. 

3.7.2. AI for industrial environments 
Applications of AI for solving AM problems in industrial settings are 

rarely reported. One main reason is data scarcity, as most commercial 
AM machines have a closed data environment in which files are 
encrypted. The size of available datasets is often small, facing the risk of 
overfitting. Advances methods, such as few-shot learning, have been 
proposed to use prior knowledge for tackling these issues from the as-
pects of data, model, and algorithm[121]. Moreover, industrial appli-
cations often have rigorous requirements regarding the speed, memory 
consumption, and computational cost of AI solutions. In such an envi-
ronment, the AI agent should be capable of rapid decision-making to 
avoid any unplanned outages, such as machine breakdown. Algorithms 
based on edge, fog and cloud computing are promising solutions for 

addressing these concerns. Additionally, the less transparency of AI 
within the decision-making process creates barriers for safety-critical 
industries, e.g., aerospace engineering. The underlying rules and 
reasoning logics of AI models are poorly understood and remain “black 
boxes” to decision-makers. This greatly limits the broad adoption of AI 
for industry applications, e.g., quality assurance and part qualification, 
in which the process must have high interpretability, traceability and 
clarity. Fortunately, recent progress on explainable and mechanistic AI 
[122,123] shed light on these problems. Previous studies also demon-
strate that models incorporated with physical process insights outper-
form purely data-driven black-box models [124]. 

4. Discussion and future trends 

The section discusses future trends for each layer within reference 
model respectively, i.e., integrated design and manufacturing, cyber- 
physical AM, and advanced AI for AM. Also, digital materials and 
products as an outcome of the reference model is also elaborated. With 
the transition of AM towards a viable production option, the design for 
AM process chain is also identified as a future trend. 

4.1. Integrated design and manufacturing 

Design and manufacturing capabilities greatly affect the possibility 
to develop products that satisfy the customer’s unique needs at a low 
cost. The development of design methodology for mass customization, 
such as product family design, and product platform, has been ahead of 
their manufacturing methods for a long period. Such a mismatch calls 
for flexible manufacturing processes. AM, as a flexible manufacturing 
process by default, can seamlessly integrate with these design methods 
to form a system for mass customization. Previously, the representation 
of design knowledge for customized DfAM was developed [125]. In the 
future, the use of a computational-based approach, e.g., generative 
design, supports the realization of personalization at affordable costs. 
Meanwhile, a data-driven framework that encompasses knowledge 
management and concurrent optimization of embodiment design and 
process parameters is also developed [126]. Additionally, the product 
platform and family design methodology for combined additive and 
subtractive manufacturing is being studied [127] to satisfy the con-
flicting objectives of product variation and manufacturing costs. 

4.2. Cyber-physical AM 

The current physics-based approach alone is inefficient in solving 
dynamic AM problems due to the large modeling error and high 
computational cost. Meanwhile, pure data-driven approaches cannot 
provide sufficient insight to support engineers in decision-making due to 
the lack of transparency and interpretability. To address these 

Fig. 6. (a) Sequential design for additive manufacturing process; (b)Concurrent design for additive manufacturing process based on multidisciplinary design 
optimization. 
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challenges, hybrid approaches relying on both physics-based and data- 
driven methods are therefore proposed as a new solution to provide 
timely response to in-situ changes and reduce data needs. In-situ process 
measurements can be used to calibrate the physics-based models. For 
instance, Bayesian calibration based on thermal imaging data is used to 
update the surrogate model constructed based on finite element analysis 
[128]. In-line feedback on additive print geometries is used to predict 
the performance of print builds without an expensive physics-based 
approach [129]. In addition, the concept of physics-informed data--
driven method [129] and mechanistic artificial intelligence [123] are 
proposed, which integrate physics and domain knowledge into machine 
learning model inputs, outputs, architecture, and training. For instance, 
the spatiotemporal dependencies in AM processes, often modeled 
through physics-based simulation, are replaced with a graph neural 
network, which is faster to compute [130]. 

4.3. Advanced AI for AM 

Current applications of machine intelligence in AM are still at a 
relatively low level. In corresponding to different types of human in-
telligence, machine intelligence can be divided into computational, 
perceptual, and cognitive intelligence. The applications of computa-
tional intelligence are reported for tackling AM design problems that 
require extensive computing, such as model-based design, structural 
design, and integrated computational material engineering (ICME). 
Meanwhile, perceptual intelligence in AM refers to the use of physical 
and cyber sensors to monitor the AM process. Such intelligence is critical 
to realizing a closed control loop for improving the producibility, 
repeatability, and reproducibility of the process. Cognitive intelligence 
in AM has received much attention due to its potential to manage AM- 
related knowledge. A machine learning-based approach is proposed in 
[131] to construct knowledge based on prior AM knowledge and data. 
Ontology methods and tools [90,132,133] have been adopted for man-
agement of AM knowledge that supports the structurization, storage, 
and reuse of design and process knowledge. Several studies [71,134] 
have demonstrated the use of knowledge engineering tools to support 
part design and process planning. Advanced machine learning algorithm 
such as reinforcement learning [135], and transfer learning supports 
knowledge reasoning that is geometry or even processed independently. 

4.4. Digital materials and products 

Digital material is a type of materials whose meso- or microscale 
structures can be directly controlled through digital manufacturing 
processes such as AM. Compared to conventional materials, the prop-
erties of digital materials can be fully customized, and it opens a new 
door to further push forward the boundary of the material properties 
space. Typical digital materials fabricated by AM include porous lattice 
[136], cellular materials, and continuous fiber composites whose ori-
entations can also be digitally controlled through the optimized toolpath 
[137]. It also consists of those material jetting (e.g., Polyjet) printed 
digital composites with more than two types of polymers combined at 
the mesoscale. Existing research [81,138,139] has already proved that 
the performance of structures fabricated by digital materials can be 
further improved by spatially controlling the properties of digital ma-
terials fabricated by AM process. To further expand the applications of 
digital materials, a more advanced AM process should be developed 
which can combine multi-metals, metals-ceramics, or metal-fibers on 
micro- or mesoscale levels. This can further expand the design space of 
digital materials. Secondly, exploring multi-scale digital materials is a 
potential way to further push forward the boundary of the materials 
design space. Thirdly, a digital design tool should be developed which 
enables the design and modeling of digital materials in existing 
geometric-centered CAD tools. 

4.5. Design for AM process chain 

Considering the entire process chain instead of only the AM step 
within the decision-making process is indispensable for the development 
of high-quality industrial-grade parts. These parts, particularly metal 
ones, are often fabricated by multiple post-processing operations, e.g., 
heat treatment, support structure removal, and finished machining. The 
properties of the final part depend on the cumulative effects of each step 
in the process chain. Thus, the process exploration and planning must be 
carried out on both system and subsystem levels that consider each 
step’s underlying mechanisms and interplays to achieve design re-
quirements. For instance, the process chain can select a faster PBF 
process, e.g., using a large hatching distance and scanning speed, if 
subsequent heat treatment can provide the needed properties by 
reducing porosities of as-built parts. Research addressing this critical 
research issue is still in its infancy. Reference [140] outlines the problem 
formulation of product-process chain co-design for the first time, laying 
the foundation for further studies. Additionally, multidisciplinary design 
optimization tools, including the process chain map, are also proposed 
for problem-solving. 

5. Conclusions 

Utilizing intelligent technologies in AM and design for AM enables 
new opportunities to facilitate effective, efficient, and economic 
decision-making within the design-to-product workflow, boosting the 
capabilities of processes and product innovations. This paper presents 
the concept of IAMD from the perspective of its definition, key tech-
nologies, and future trends. The following points are emphasized within 
the paper.  

(1) Within the path toward intelligent manufacturing, AM faces 
several challenges within AM’s decision-making process, i.e., 
limited information, large uncertainties, and high-dimensional 
design spaces. These challenges are expected to be solved by 
the rational use of advanced machine and human intelligence.  

(2) IAMD can be broadly defined as a concept of manufacturing with 
the aim to maximize the value of AM by fully utilizing its design 
freedom in terms of materials, structures, and processes through 
interactions with cyber-physical systems based on both human 
and machine intelligence. The reference model consists of three 
layers: digital thread, cyber-physical system, and intelligent 
service.  

(3) Four key technologies within the development of IAMD are 
identified as follows: digital methods and tools provide the 
infrastructure for design; advanced sensing and control provide 
assurance for the manufacturing process; multidisciplinary 
design optimization creates a framework for co-design of prod-
ucts and process, and AI algorithms for AM support the decision- 
making by human and machine intelligence.  

(4) Future trends of intelligent AM and design are recommended as 
follows: integrated design and manufacturing, advanced AI for 
AM, cyber-physical AM, digital materials and products, as well as 
design for AM process chain. 

This review paper shed light on the concept of IAMD, which repre-
sents the advance of the intelligent manufacturing and cyber-physical 
system ideas to AM. However, the implementation of this concept still 
needs considerable efforts. Most case reported are still limited to proof- 
of-concept studies. Future works include implementations of several 
unrealized concepts, particularly these in intelligent services layers. 
Also, incorporating core values of industrial 5.0 [141], such as sus-
tainability, human-centricity and resilience, into the IAMD is worth 
investigating. 
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